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Abstract

We demonstrate two alternative frame-
works for testing and evaluating spoken
dialogue systems on mobile devices for
use “in the wild”. We firstly present a
spoken dialogue system that uses third
party ASR (Automatic Speech Recogni-
tion) and TTS (Text-To-Speech) compo-
nents and then present an alternative us-
ing audio compression to allow for entire
systems with home-grown ASR/TTS to be
plugged in directly. Some advantages and
drawbacks of both are discussed.

1 Introduction

This abstract describes the EC FP7 PAR-
LANCE project whose goal is to perform interac-
tive search through speech in multiple languages.
With the advent of evaluations “in the wild”, em-
phasis is being put on converting research proto-
types into mobile applications that can be used
for evaluation and data collection by real users
downloading the app from the market place. This
is the motivation behind the work demonstrated
here. We present a modular framework whereby
research components from the PARLANCE project
(Hastie et al., 2013) can be plugged in, tested and
evaluated in a mobile environment. The domain
is interactive search for restaurants in San Fran-
cisco, USA. All required restaurant information is
obtained through a Yahoo search API which re-
turns entities based on their longitude and latitude
within San Francisco for 5 main areas, 3 price cat-
egories and 52 cuisine types containing approxi-
mately 1,600 individual restaurants.

2 Two System Architectures

The first framework adopts a client-server ap-
proach as illustrated in Figure 1 for the PAR-
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Figure 1: Architecture 1: the PARLANCE Man-
darin mobile application system architecture using
third party ASR/TTS.

Figure 2: Architecture 2: the PARLANCE English
mobile application system architecture using au-
dio compression.

LANCE system in Mandarin (Hastie et al., 2014).
This system uses third party Google ASR and
TTS, where the recognised utterance is sent to
the Stanford Segmenter1 server and the segmented
utterance is then sent to the Spoken Language
Understanding (SLU), Interaction Manager (IM)
(Thomson and Young, 2010), Natural Language
Generation (NLG) (Dethlefs et al., 2013) and TTS
components in sequence. For details of all the
PARLANCE components please see (Hastie et al.,
2013) and the project website2.

1http://nlp.stanford.edu/projects/chinese-nlp.shtml
2http://parlance-project.eu
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However, we were also interested in integrat-
ing and evaluating all the PARLANCE capabilities,
such as user barge-in and incrementality (Hastie
et al., 2013) and did not want to rely on third
party software. Therefore, we developed an al-
ternative architecture for the English version us-
ing a SIP client-server communication. However,
this proved sensitive to bandwidth variations and
some carriers and Internet service providers block
it. The final version avoids this problem by trans-
ferring highly compressed audio and data using in-
ternet connectivity as illustrated in Figure 2.

Similar dialogue system frameworks also make
use of audio compression for network-based
ASR (Pieraccini et al., 2002) and TTS (Kruijff-
Korbayová et al., 2012). They also transfer audio
files (but without compression) for network-based
ASR and use either a server TTS (Gruenstein et
al., 2008) or a client TTS (Fuchs et al., 2012). Oth-
ers train language understanding components from
crowdsourcing based on speech input and output
components running on a server (Liu et al., 2013).

2.1 Discussion of Architectures
Advantages of the first architecture include rapid
development and easy portability to new domains.
This is due to off-the-shelf components being
used which save effort in development and test-
ing. This is true for dialogue systems in multi-
ple languages, where home-grown ASR/TTS do
not exist. An advantage of the second architec-
ture is that home-grown and domain-specific ASR
and TTS components can often lead to better per-
formance than off-the-shelf components (Dušek et
al., 2014; Tsiakoulis et al., 2014). However, rea-
sonable response times per turn should be taken
into account (between 100 and 500 milliseconds)
(Strömbergsson et al., 2013). Another advantage
of the second architecture is that is allows incre-
mental processing for input analysis and output
planning. This has been shown to lead to more
natural interactions that human users prefer over
their non-incremental counterparts (Skantze and
Schlangen, 2009).

2.2 Multimodal Functionality
In addition to spoken dialogue, the mobile app
features substantial multi-modal interaction func-
tionality. It displays the set of results during the
conversation with the system and allows refine-
ment and inspection of the results while talking.
Hyper-local features include being able to sort re-

sults by distance from the user and also organised
by neighbourhoods or nearby Points-of-Interest
(POIs) (Bouchard and Mika, 2013). This last fea-
ture is particularly appealing in a tourism scenario
where the user may not be aware of neighbour-
hoods in the city, but might remember the location
of major sights. Screenshots of the English mobile
app (Architecture 2) are shown in Figures 3 and 4.

Figure 3: Screenshot of a dialogue and the list of
recommended restaurants also shown on a map.

Figure 4: Screenshot of recommended restaurants
and ordering by distance from points of interest.

3 Future Work

Future work involves developing a feedback
mechanism for evaluation purposes that does not
put undue effort on the user and put them off us-
ing the application. In addition, this framework
could be extended to leverage social information
of the user when displaying items of interest.
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